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SD Info

- 75,885 Square Miles
- Population 812,000
- Birth Cohort ~12,000
- Mostly Rural
- Areas with limited health care
- No local health - CHS

History

- Governor Influenza initiative 2007-08 and beyond
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Partnerships

- Routine – Private Providers, CHS offices, PODS, I.H.S/Tribal Health
- Unique – Major Hospital Systems, Mobile, DOH Strike Teams

Routine Partners

- Private and public clinics ~ 300
- PODS -30 communities – 48 POD events
Unusual Partners

• Mobile Unit – collaboration between I.H.S., Tribal Health, Rapid City Regional, DOH and DSS

Unusual Partners

• DOH Strike teams
Unusual Partners

• Major Hospital Systems
  – Avera
  – Sanford
  – Rapid City Regional

Systems

• Collaboration between competitors
• Collaboration with DOH
• Numerous vaccination events – variety of locations
  – Schools, Malls, Auditoriums, other
Results

• Overall coverage 36.9%
• Children coverage 45.8%
• Adult coverage 34.4%
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